
UX Research

Strategic Tactical

Opportunistic Generative Exploratory

Looks for opportunities to innovate. Generates ideas for products and services. Explores the fit of an idea with the intended 
audience.

Supports innovation and development

May seed ideas for other strategic or tactical projects.

Conducted on topics defined by teams 
that contribute to product development 
and client management (Product Management,
Marketing, Client Services, etc.)

May be longer term in nature (several weeks to 
several months).

Conducted for growth, and links products
and services to broader company goals.

Relies upon clients and internal users. However,
It can include secondary research.

Supports product teams

Exploratory in nature

Conducted on topics defined within the product team.

Usually shorter-term, with opportunities identified
both on the fly and during concept or project definition.

Ensures ideas are useful and usable to the
intended audience. 

Relies upon clients and internal users.

What are trends or ideas we need 
to be aware?

What are interesting 
implementations of relevant 
products and services?

What are competitors doing?

What do clients want? What do our internal 
people need?

Do we have any gaps to address in terms of 
designs, features, or functionality?

Team Involvement

Product Management Marketing

UX

* Provides a general topic list (example: Voice UI).

* Specifies a need for information on a topic.

* Shares topics of interest for quarter or year

* Design and conducts study.

* Analyzes findings.

* Writes report and presents findings.

* Identifies complementary topics
  within UX purview.

* Determines the need for a formal 
  study or secondary research activity.

Is this meeting users’ needs?

Can users accomplish tasks satisfactorily 
with the product?

What is the quality of the user experience?

Team Involvement

Product Management

UX

* Seeking assurance a product is usable.

* Understand user experience changes
  as product updates are made.

* Design and conducts usability test on prototype.

* Analyzes findings.

* Writes report and presents findings.

* Capture the baseline quality of the user
  experience for a new product.

Next Steps

Product Management Marketing

* Determine if further research is needed
  or if the information is adequate to 
  proceed to product development.

* Incorporate information as needed
  for marketing activities.

Next Steps

Product Management

* Review UX findings and recommendations.

UX

* Update prototype as needed after discussion with Product and IT.

IT 

* Review UX design recommendations
  to understand feasibility and estimate
  changes to e!ort.* Work with IT to understand cost impact of

  changes to e!ort.

Future of UX Research: Increasing UX Partnership across the Organization

The future of UX research is integrating across the organization to advance the goals of a company as a whole. 
Our research methods and analyses can advance long term goals and support successful product development.

Support Goal: Wheels UX Labs

[In Progress] Exploration of cutting edge research techniques and technologies for use 
by the UX team and the broader organization.


